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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Zoe Hanley zhanley@defenders.org
BOA Public Comment January 2021
January 12, 2021 at 1:48 PM
kvalness@oda.state.or.us

Gree$ngs Ms. Valness,
Please see the a2ached comment le2er containing language sugges$ons for Resolu$on 298. We
sincerely appreciate the opportunity to comment and thank the Board for their considera$on.
Kind regards,

Zoë Hanley

Northwest Representa.ve
DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE
P.O. Box 52, White Salmon, WA 98672
TEL: 509.774.7357
Facebook | Twi6er | Instagram | Medium
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January 12, 2021
Karla Valness
Special Assistant to the Director
Oregon Department of Agriculture
Salem Office
635 Capitol St NE
Salem, OR 97301-2532

Comments submitted electronically to kvalness@oda.state.or.us

Dear Ms. Valness,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments for resolutions under review by the Oregon State Board
of Agriculture (OSBA). Defenders of Wildlife (Defenders) is a national wildlife conservation organization
that aims to protect imperiled and native species and their habitats. In the Pacific Northwest, we operate in
Oregon and Washington. Through this public comment letter, Defenders would like to offer a re-framing
and language recommendations for Resolution 298 entitled Coexistence of wolves and livestock on Oregon’s rural
landscape.
Resolution 298 currently states that OSBA “supports, recommends, and encourages the implementation of
plain, certain, and science-based rules…that are necessary to address livestock predation by wolves in
Oregon…”. As a science-based organization Defenders agrees with the above statement but does not believe
the following statement exemplifies this science-based ethos: “…that authorize Oregon’s livestock producers
and their agents to use immediate lethal control when necessary to prevent livestock predation by wolves or
those in the process of or attempting to kill any livestock according to the Oregon Wolf Conservation
Management Plan.” We find this statement particularly inconsistent with prevailing science and scientific
evidence.
Wolf-livestock coexistence research from Idaho, Montana and global studies indicate that lethal control is not
the most effective means of reducing livestock depredation by wolves long-term (Bradley et al., 2015; Bruns
et al., 2020; Eklund et al., 2017; van Eeden et al., 2018) and can increase depredations for the affected or
neighboring livestock producers in the short-term (Santiago-Avila et al., 2018). In addition, wolves disperse
long distances and will recolonize areas with suitable habitat leading to a never-ending cycle of wolf killing if
effective preventative measures are not implemented.
The term “coexistence” is in this resolution’s title, therefore, we urge the Department of Agriculture to set
the right narrative in promoting this philosophy. Coexistence between humans and wildlife is the ability to
share a landscape and minimize negative interactions through proactive measures. Non-lethal preventative
measures have been shown to decrease livestock losses to wolves more effectively than lethal control long-
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term (Bruns et al., 2020; Khorozyan and Waltert, 2019; Lance et al., 2010; Rigg et al., 2011) and offer an
opportunity for both wolves and rural communities to thrive on shared landscapes. We recommend OSBA
amend Resolution 298 to state: “…The Oregon State Board of Agriculture supports, recommends, and
encourages the implementation of plain, certain, and science-based rules; consistent policy, procedures, and
standards that are necessary to address livestock predation by wolves in Oregon and, in particular, including
non-lethal preventative measures and those that authorize Oregon's livestock producers and their agents to use
immediate lethal control when necessary to prevent livestock predation by wolves or those in the process of
or attempting to kill any livestock according to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan.”
We strongly feel that setting a tone of lethal control as the most important tool does not empower livestock
producers to effectively reduce wolf-livestock conflicts before they occur. We hope that OSBA sees value in
equipping ranching families with the right tools and information on proactive (rather than reactive) measures
that will set them for success as rural communities continue to live with wolves and other carnivores.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment. We hope you consider our recommendations as these
resolutions set the narrative and the stage for livestock producers and wolves to thrive on Oregon’s diverse
landscape.

Sincerely,

Zoë Hanley, PhD
Representative, Northwest Program
Defenders of Wildlife
zhanley@defenders.org

Sristi Kamal, PhD
Senior Representative, Northwest Program
Defenders of Wildlife
skamal@defenders.org
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

amorita maher amoritamaher@yahoo.com
Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan
January 12, 2021 at 1:56 PM
kvalness@oda.state.or.us

Karla,
I am attaching a response to information we received concerning present Oregon Wolf
Conservation and Management Plan.
Amorita Maher
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Matt Battilega mattbattilega@gmail.com
Livestock and Wolves Resolution
January 12, 2021 at 2:11 PM
Staff Karla Valness kvalness@oda.state.or.us

Dear Staff Valness,
We need active management of wolf please.
Sincerely,
Matt Battilega
16370 NE Eilers Rd
Aurora, OR 97002
mattbattilega@gmail.com
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Jeanette Yturriondobeitia ayarsytu2riondobeitia@gmail.com
Coexistence between livestock and wolves
January 13, 2021 at 8:48 AM
kvalness@oda.state.or.us

12 Mile Ranch, Malheur County

Wolf reintroduction in the state has been overwhelmingly successful, with the numbers of
wolves growing significantly year to year. However, the impact of wolf reintroduction has
been born exclusively by ranchers. We have been left without the necessary tools to coexist and manage wolves that kill or injure our livestock.
We have not had actual wolf sighting activity in our area. However, on reading the
studies done on the psychic to cattle by wolves, we are very concerned when our cattle
act strangely. The psychic of both cattle and wolves is glorious. There are plenty of all
species of wolves on the world. To choose to introduce wolves in the least populated
areas of the United States was to appease the NGO activists that want cattle removed
from lands only good enough for grazing. Now we are left with an overpopulated,
unregulated wolf population.
The current resolution correctly recognizes many of the challenges and costs associated
with wolf reintroduction in Oregon, and correctly advocates for the tools that ranchers
need to help coexist with wolves. I support the existing language, and recommend
adding a section supporting changes to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management
Plan to help ensure ranchers have the tools they need to manage wolf conflicts.
The State of Oregon must normalize wolf management and treat wolves as they treat
other predators in the state. We need changes to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and
Management Plan to require increased management of wolf populations through collaring
and wolf management zones, authorize take of problem wolves in all phases, and allow for
qualified local determinations of depredations.
These changes would begin to give ranchers the tools they need to coexist with wolves
while protecting their livestock from repeated depredation.These changes were not
adopted in the last update to the Plan. I request that the Board update their resolution to
advocate for changes to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan the
normalize management of wolves with other predators, give landowners the tools they
need to co-exist with wolves, and support adequate compensation for ranchers who
experience wolf depredation.
Sincerely,
Jeanette Yturriondobeitia
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OREGONIANS FOR FOOD & SHELTER
1320 Capitol Street NE • Suite B-50 • Salem, Oregon 97301
ofsonline.org; 503-370-8092

Serving Oregon Since 1980

A non-profit coalition to promote the efficient production of quality food and fiber while protecting human health, personal property
and the environment, through the integrated, responsible use of pest management products, soil nutrients and biotechnology.

January 13th 2021
Oregon State Board of Agriculture:
Please accept the following comments on proposed resolution 024: relating to
pesticide use for insect pest and disease control.
Pesticides are widely recognized as a necessary component of integrated pest
management approaches. Please do not shy away from acknowledging what we
know to be true based on current pest management science: that pesticides, when
used safely and judiciously as part of an integrated approach, are effective and
necessary crop protection tools.
Further, “other acceptable methods” leaves too much open to interpretation. Broadly,
crop protection tools need to be safe, effective, and economically viable. Many
pesticides meet all of three these descriptions, and therefore should not be
considered a stand-in pending the discovery of alternative methods.
Finally, the proposed language seems misaligned with ODA’s recent ruling to limit
and eventually phase out most uses of chlorpyrifos, which took place despite the fact
that for most of Oregon’s uses, safe, effective, and economically viable alternatives
have not yet been developed.
Therefore, we propose the following change:
“The State Board of Agriculture supports the need of agriculture to control insect
pests and diseases using pesticide chemicals until other acceptable methods are
developed as part of an integrated approach to pest management.
The State Board of Agriculture adopts the position that when pesticides used in
agriculture are applied in accordance with pesticide label, then the public and the
environment are protected from harmful or adverse effects as required by federal
law.”
Sincerely,

Katie Murray
Executive Director
Oregonians for Food & Shelter (OFS)
katiemurray@ofsonline.org
541.231.1983
OFS STAFF
Katie Murray, Executive Director; katiemurray@ofsonline.org
Angi Bailey, Grassroots Coordinator; angi@ofsonline.org
Diann Washburn, Office Manager; diann@ofsonline.org
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

watermanranch@frontier.com
Wolf Resolution Comments
January 14, 2021 at 10:47 AM
kvalness@oda.state.or.us

As a rancher in southern coastal Oregon, we request the Oregon Board of Agriculture review and
consider edits on the existing resolution concerning coexistence between livestock and wolves.
Around three years ago, a neighboring livestock producer lost a substantial number of their ewe lambs
to predation. The agencies were called in to determine if it was done by a wolf and could not agree on
a determination. At a wolf workshop in Medford, a picture of paw prints of the wolf on the beach
adjacent to this producer, was presented to the attendees. Who knows how many other lambs/sheep
were killed before the wolf took out lambs on another ranch on the hill. The agencies determined
those kills as wolf. As a sheep producer at that time, we had grave concerns for the economics of our
operation. We knew there was a wolf in our area and we knew we basically couldn't do anything to
remove the problem animal.
The reality is, there needs to be an easy process to remove wolves that cause such depredation.
Wolves need to be collared so there is good tracking of the animal. The local USDA Wildlife Services
staﬀ need to make the determination based on the science of wolf killing rather than people who really
don't know the ins and outs of local predators. The State of Oregon needs to realize wolves are a
predator and the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan needs to include adequate tools
for the ranching community to remove bad actors (wolves). Having a wolf on the beach creates a
public safety issue.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this very important issue. We sincerely hope the Board
of Agriculture will support edits to the existing resolution to allow for better processes to protect
livestock and the community from wolves.
Respectively,
Sharon Waterman
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To:
From:
Date:
RE:

Board of Agriculture
Mary Anne Cooper, Oregon Farm Bureau
Tammy Dennee, Oregon Cattlemen’s Association
January 14, 2021
Comments on Resolution 298 “Coexistance of wolves and livestock
on Oregon’s Rural Landscape.”

We appreciate the Board of Agriculture’s existing Resolution 298 regarding
“Coexistance of wolves and livestock on Oregon’s Rural Landscape.” As drafted, it
correctly recognizes the many challenges of wolf reintroduction on Oregon’s livestock
producers, and the need for producers to have tools available to manage conflicts with
wolves. Our organizations represent the state’s cattle and other livestock producers.
We have been engaged in the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW)’s
management of wolves since the first Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan
was created, and were heavily engaged in the 2019 update of the Plan. Since 2008, we
have been working to educate our producers and the public about the laws governing
wolf management and the need to manage wolves concurrently with all other predators
in the state.
The data is clear that the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan has been
successful in achieving recovery and supporting a viable population of wolves in the
state. We know this because wolf populations in Oregon have increased exponentially
since the first wolves came into the state a little over a decade ago, going from one wolf
in 2008 to over 137 wolves in 2018. And these are minimum numbers, with the actual
number of wolves likely exceeding this count significantly. Wolves also now occupy a
statewide range, with dispersal occurring from Northeastern Oregon to the Oregon
coast. Oregon’s trend follows the trend west wide. There are now more than 5,000 gray
wolves in the United States, and more than ten times that number in Canada. Indeed,
wolf recovery has been such a significant success story that the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service recently federally delisted the gray wolf and returned management of
the wolf to the state. In doing so, this administration was the third administration in a
row to recognize wolf recovery and work to delist wolves. This is good news for Oregon
- Oregon’s Wolf Conservation and Management Plan has demonstrated that federal
delisting is not misplaced, and that Oregon’s plan is capable of protecting and
promoting wolf populations within our borders.
However, the impact of wolf reintroduction has been born exclusively by ranchers.
Oregon’s ranchers have been left without the necessary tools to co-exist and manage
wolves that kill or injure our livestock. The current resolution correctly recognizes many
of the challenges and costs associated with wolf reintroduction in Oregon, and correctly
advocates for the tools that ranchers need to help coexist with wolves. We have long
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advocated for the State of Oregon to normalize wolf management and treat wolves as
they treat other predators in the state. Our organizations have also requested changes
to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan to require increased
management of wolf populations through collaring and wolf management zones,
authorize take of problem wolves in all phases, and allow for qualified local
determinations of depredations. These changes would begin to give ranchers the tools
they need to coexist with wolves while protecting their livestock from repeated
depredation, and we will continue to advocate for them through the ODFW Plan review
process. Furthermore, we are advocating for increased resources in the compensation
fund for ranchers who face depredation losses or who need assistance with nonlethal
measures.
We appreciate the recognition of the challenges with wolf reintroduction, the need for
financial assistance for landowners who experience loss and seek to implement nonlethal measures, and the recognition of the unresolved concerns of livestock producers
regarding wolf recovery and management in Oregon in the current resolution language.
We urge the Board to re-adopt the existing resolution without changes.
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Delivered Electronically

January 14, 2021

Karla Valness
Special Assistant to the Director
Oregon Department of Agriculture
Salem office
635 Capitol St NE
Salem, OR 97301-2532
Kvalness@oda.state.or.us
RE: Comments Regarding ODA Resolution 298: Coexistence of Wolves and Livestock on
Oregon’s Rural Landscape

Dear Ms. Valness,
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on resolutions under consideration by the Oregon
State Board of Agriculture. The following comments regard Resolution 298: Coexistence of
Wolves and Livestock on Oregon’s Rural Landscape. These comments are submitted to you by
the Center for Biological Diversity, Oregon Wild, Cascadia Wildlands and WildEarth Guardians.
All of our organizations have offices and staff in Oregon and a decades’-long history of work on
wolf conservation issues. In combination, we represent more than 66,450 members and
supporters who are residents of Oregon and our comments are submitted on their behalf.
The Resolution as currently written contains some language where our view aligns with the
Oregon Department of Agriculture’s (ODA) and other language where it does not. Here we
elaborate on these shared and different perspectives and offer amended language to try to bridge
the gap. We also share some thoughts on the introductory language preceding the Resolution.

1
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Resolution language:
The Resolution states, in part, that “The Oregon State Board of Agriculture supports,
recommends, and encourages the implementation of plain, certain, and science-based rules;
consistent policy, procedures, and standards that are necessary to address livestock predation by
wolves in Oregon and, in particular, that authorize Oregon’s livestock producers and their agents
to use immediate lethal control when necessary to prevent livestock predation by wolves or those
in the process of or attempting to kill any livestock according to the Oregon Wolf Conservation
and Management Plan.”
We strongly agree on the value of having and implementing “plain, certain, and science-based
rules,” as well as the value of “consistent policy, procedures, and standards.”
Where our perspective differs with that of the Resolution is its assertion that these “sciencebased rules,” and “policy, procedures and standards” address livestock predation by wolves with
the authorization for “Oregon’s livestock producers and their agents to use immediate lethal
control when necessary to prevent livestock predation by wolves or those in the process of or
attempting to kill any livestock . . . .” The field of science will always be evolving; that is the
very nature of science. The field of science on how to effectively deter conflicts between
livestock and wolves is no exception. The bulk of published, peer-reviewed science on this
subject does not find that killing wolves is the most effective method of deterring conflict over
the long haul. Killing predators to deter conflicts has been found to typically be ineffective and a
costly approach for addressing conflicts with livestock (Lennox et al. 2018).
Despite the regional killing of wolves in an attempt to deter predations, predation has been
shown to continue not only in that same year but in following years (Musiani et al. 2005). Even
if entire wolf packs are eradicated in the area, once the territory vacuum created by the packs’
elimination is filled with new immigrants, opportunistic predation on livestock by the new
resident wolves may occur (id.). If no changes in husbandry practices have occurred, that is
likely to be the case. In some cases, killing wolves in year one is actually followed by more
intensive predation the following year (Fernandez-Gil et al. 2016). Killing wolves at one location
may simply move the conflicts to a neighboring farm or ranch (Santiago-Avila et al. 2018).
2
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It is hard to imagine that any livestock operator would wish to cause a problem for their
neighbor, or that an operator would want to have to deal with new conflicts every one to two
years —at greater expense — if they could instead deter the conflicts to begin with and with less
cost over the long haul. The way to do this is through the use of nonlethal conflict deterrence
measures which, through scientific research, have shown demonstrated efficacy in achieving the
results all parties seek: fewer conflicts between livestock and wolves.

We therefore propose the following amendment to the Resolution language:
[strike the red highlighted language, and replace it with the green highlighted italicized
language]

“The Oregon State Board of Agriculture supports, recommends, and encourages the
implementation of plain, certain, and science-based rules; consistent policy, procedures, and
standards that are necessary to address livestock predation by wolves in Oregon and, in
particular, that authorize Oregon’s livestock producers and their agents to use immediate lethal
control when necessary non-lethal conflict deterrence measures, with assistance, tools and/or
funding help from agencies and non-governmental organizations to prevent livestock predation
by wolves or those in the process of or attempting to kill any livestock according to the Oregon
Wolf Conservation and Management Plan.”

Prefatory language:
The prefatory language to the Resolution is composed of thirteen separate “Whereas” clauses.
For your consideration, we recommend the following amended language.
-

One clause indicates that “. . . most of Oregon’s wildlife habitat is privately owned by
Oregon’s livestock producers and farmer.” Wildlife in Oregon lives across the entirety of
the state. Furthermore, most of Oregon is publicly owned (Graves 2019). There is likely
no location in Oregon where wildlife does not live. A more accurate representation of the
status of lands inhabited by wildlife in Oregon would replace the word most with the
word some.
3
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-

Another clause expresses concern for the safety of livestock producers’ families and
employees due to wolves’ proximity to livestock. Longtime wolf biologists have long
concluded that wolves want nothing to do with people. In the past 110 years, in all of
North America — and despite there being 40-60,000 wolves in Canada and another
7,000 or so in Alaska — there are only two known instances of healthy wild wolves
killing a person and only a handful of instances of wolves attacking/injuring a person
(Lamplugh 2015). The latter instances have involved wolves which were food-habituated
by people, focused on the person’s nearby dog (since wolves view all canids as
competitors), or unhealthy or diseased wolves (McNay 2002). We understand that many
people greatly fear wolves out of concern for human safety, but the science concludes
this fear is unfounded. Every year in the United States, on average, dogs kill around 20
people and livestock kill another 20 (Schmitz and Jones 2019). We do not dismiss the
fact that people fear wolves, but we do urge a concerted effort by ODA to provide
science-based information regarding human safety issues and wolves to your members
and the public.

-

A third clause suggests that plain, certain, and science-based rules; consistent policy,
procedures, and standards are necessary to address livestock predation by wolves in
Oregon – and we could not agree more. Such measures are helpful not only to address
livestock predation but also to provide transparency, accountability and enforceability.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments on behalf of our organizations and our
Oregon members and supporters.

Amaroq Weiss
Senior West Coast Wolf Advocate
Center for Biological Diversity
aweiss@biologicaldiversity.org

Danielle Moser
Wildlife Program Coordinator
Oregon Wild
dm@oregonwild.org
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Nick Cady
Legal Director
Cascadia Wildlands
nick@cascwild.org

Samantha Bruegger
Wildlife Coexistance Campaigner
WildEarth Guardians
sbruegger@wildearthguardians.org
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Board of Agriculture

From:

Mary Anne Cooper and Samantha Bayer, Oregon Farm Bureau

Date:

January 14, 2021

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Board of Agriculture’s review of
board resolutions. We appreciate your hard work over the past several months to
review the existing resolutions and improve on the resolutions process.
Our membership has faced unprecedented challenges in 2020 and through the
beginning of 2021 associated with COVID-19 response, wildfires, farm labor
shortages, and other challenges which have kept them busy on their farms and have
create barriers to effective participation in Farm Bureau’s grassroots process. As
such, we are not able to meet with our membership regularly to have the critical
conversations we need to have to provide a position on board resolutions that may
be controversial within our membership. Given that these resolutions were released
a week prior to the comment deadline – while our staff is busy with legislative
preparation, we have not had time to have conversations that are needed within our
membership on these resolutions. In the future, we would request that the Board of
Agriculture give as much advanced notice and ability to review the resolutions as
possible, especially when resolutions are under review during the busy legislative
session. For these resolutions, we would request that the Board not make any
decisions at the next meeting, and we request an additional opportunity to comment
once we’ve had a chance to discuss these resolutions with our members.
Oregon Farm Bureau offers the following comments on the Resolutions under
consideration by the Board of Agriculture. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you
have any questions.
Resolution 024 – Pesticide Use for Insect Pest and Disease Control
Pesticides are a critical tool for many of Oregon’s farmers and ranchers in
controlling insect pests and diseases. We strongly agree that when used
correctly and according to the pesticide label, pesticide use continues to be
safe for the public and environment alike and is a necessary part of an
integrated pest management strategy for many Oregon farms.

1
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We strongly encourage the Board of Agriculture to strike the language “until
other acceptable methods are developed,” as this opens the door to eventually
limiting – or eliminating – pesticide use altogether once an “acceptable”
alternative is developed. We’ve recently seen the legislature place themselves
in the position of discussing pesticide limitations and accepting misleading
advocacy from environmental groups that “alternatives” exist when they do
not. We also question whether this resolution is aligned with the recent
decision by the Department of Agriculture to limit use of a pesticide that has
been found to be safe and effective when used according to the label, and
where alternatives do not exist for most farmers who use the product.
Farmers and ranchers work hard to utilize the most effective, safest tools
available to them – and they should always have every safe and effective tool
in their toolbox. That includes pesticides. Pesticide use is not just safe for the
environment but can also be beneficial for the environment. It is important
that the Board of Agriculture ensure that pesticide use is always supported
as a tool that should be available to farmers and ranchers.
We recommend that the Board make the following change to reflect this
concept:

The State Board of Agriculture supports the need of agriculture to control
insect pests and diseases using pesticide chemicals until other acceptable
methods are developed as part of an integrated approach to pest
management.
Resolution 203 – Soil and Water Conservation Cost-Share Funds
OFB supports the resolution as written. Both the funds referenced in the
resolution and Soil and Water Conservation Districts play a critical function
in the Agriculture Water Quality program.
Resolution 274 – Board of Agriculture and the Department of Agriculture
Involvement in the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board
Oregon Farm Bureau currently has no policy directly concerning OWEB. We
recognize that OWEB has done a significant amount of important and
collaborative work with Oregon farmers and ranchers, and generally support
their work. However, we have also had concerns over the years with OWEB’s
acquisition program, particularly when it funds projects that take
agricultural lands out of production. As such, OFB supports both ODA and
the Oregon Board of Agriculture having direct influence over the
prioritization and selection of projects for OWEB resource enhancement
grant funds to ensure that they are supporting the agricultural community
2
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and not removing lands from agricultural production. We support the
resolution as written.
Resolution 169 – Need for Documented Agricultural Work Force
This resolution closely resembles language in OFB’s policy book. We strongly
support the resolution as written and would only recommend that the Oregon
Board of Agriculture include the most recent statistics related to Oregon
agriculture’s farmgate value.
Resolution 266 – Collective Bargaining for Agricultural Workers and Employers
OFB strongly encourages that the following language be added to the
collective bargaining resolution to ensure that the autonomy of employees to
choose whether they will unionize is protected:
… We support the use of secret ballot elections as the means to

determine whether employees want to be represented by a union. We
support the right of employers to communicate freely with employees
about the effects of unionization in the workplace.
Resolution 314 – Permitted uses on lands zoned exclusive farm use and on highvalue farmland agricultural land
Oregon Farm Bureau has three distinct sets of policies related to permitted
uses on lands in EFU Zones, but none that are specific to the content of this
resolution. It is important that our membership has an opportunity to weigh
in on this resolution in the typical grassroots format that Oregon Farm
Bureau is well-known for utilizing. Many of our members lack adequate
access to virtual meeting options, therefore making in-person meetings the
only available option for engaging in such a grassroots process – an avenue
not available to us because of the current COVID-19 restrictions. While we
find this topic incredibly important, we would ask that the Board of
Agriculture hold off on review of this resolution until after the COVID-19
pandemic and the restrictions associated with it no longer limit our ability to
meet and discuss policy related to this resolution.
Resolution 315 – Working Lands Conservation Easements
The Oregon Farm Bureau was one of the supporters of the Oregon
Agricultural Heritage Program, and has policy that supports agriculture
working lands conservation easements for the primary purpose of protecting
farmland for continued agriculture use, while providing wildlife habitat and
environmental benefits. Our policy also provides that an easements should
not impact neighboring agriculture operations, and that if a conservation
easement negatively impacts a neighboring agriculture operation, the
3
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neighboring agriculture operation should have an appropriate available
remedy. We generally support the resolution on working lands conservation
easements, though we suggest updating it to reflect the passage of the
Oregon Agricultural Heritage Program, the Board’s role in appointing the
Commission charged with program administration, and aligns this resolution
with that program.
Resolution 316 – Federal Minimum Wage Parity
We acknowledge that rising costs of labor due to recent increases to minimum
wage in the State of Oregon continue to diminish profit margins of farmers
and ranchers in Oregon. The diminished margins and increasing cost of
production limit the national and international competitiveness of products
produced by farmers and ranchers in Oregon. Oregon Farm Bureau has
always clearly stated that we do not support a minimum wage but do believe
that if the State of Oregon is going to have a minimum wage, it should mirror
that of the federal government. We therefore support parity between
Oregon’s minimum wage and the federal minimum wage.
Please contact Mary Anne Cooper at maryanne@oregonfb.org or Samantha Bayer at
samantha@oregonfb.org with any questions

4
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To:
Date:
From:

Board of Agriculture
January 14, 2021
Gail Greenman, Director of National Affairs, Oregon Farm Bureau

Re:
Resolution 317 – Oregon Department of Agriculture’s role in the Food Safety
Modernization Act produce rule implementation
The Oregon Farm Bureau is writing to urge you to consider adopting changes to Resolution 317
regarding the Oregon Department of Agriculture’s role in the Food Safety Modernization Act
produce rule implementation as outlined below.
Consumers in the United States enjoy the safest and healthiest food supply in the world,
however, food-borne illnesses can still occur. In our food safety regulatory system, local, state
and federal partners share the responsibility of keeping food safe. State agencies, including
state departments of agriculture, play a vital role in implementing and enforcing our nation’s
system of food safety and inspection laws.
In 2011, the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) was signed into law and fundamentally
transformed our country’s food safety system from reactive, inclusive of recalls and trace back
to preventive measure including education and evaluation. As part of the implementation of
FSMA, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) established science-based minimum
standards for the safe growing, harvesting, packing, and holding of fruits and vegetables grown
for human consumption as outlined in FDA’s regulation, “Standards for the Growing,
Harvesting, Packing, and Holding of Produce for Human Consumption” (commonly referred to
as the Produce Safety Rule). The rule is part of the agency’s ongoing efforts to implement
FSMA. The final rule went into effect January 26, 2016.
FDA also established State Produce Implementation Cooperative Agreement Program (CAP).
The outcomes of this cooperative agreement program are to:
• Advance efforts for a National Integrated Food Safety System (IFSS).
• Plan, establish, and/or enhance state and territorial produce safety programs.
• Encourage the safe production of fresh fruits and vegetables.
• Promote understanding and compliance with the requirements of the Produce Safety
Rule.
The goals of this cooperative agreement are to provide awardees with the resources to:
• Assess their produce landscape.
• Establish a process to develop and maintain a produce farm inventory.
• Provide resources for, and invest in, their program's infrastructure.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate with other local, state, territory, and federal agencies for produce safety
activities.
Formulate a multi-year plan to implement a produce safety system.
Develop a performance measurement system, plan, and/or process system to measure
the progress towards the goals of this cooperative agreement.
Evaluate produce legislative or regulatory authority.
Develop and/or provide education, outreach, and technical assistance, prioritizing
farming operations covered by the rule.
Develop and/or provide education, outreach, and technical assistance to the
jurisdictional produce safety regulators.
Design and implement a compliance program for applicable produce safety regulations
at the jurisdictional level.

Current awardees for this cooperative agreement include state/territory government food
agencies with actual or potential regulatory oversight and responsibility over their respective
jurisdiction’s commodities regulated in FDA's Produce Safety Rule. States applied for either
Competition A only or Competition A/B. Competition A includes Infrastructure, Education,
Technical Assistance, and Inventory Program. Competition A/B includes Competition A
components AND an Inspection, Compliance and Enforcement Program. Oregon has only
applied for Competition A. Oregon Farm Bureau encourages and supports ODA applying for
Competition A/B funds.
As you can see Oregon is one of very few states and perhaps the only specialty crop states not
applying for the maximum funding the state is entitled to received:
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There are 5 tiers of funding ceilings based on the number of farms growing covered produce
within the jurisdiction. Tier status is based on data furnished by the United States Department
of Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics Survey. Funding amounts are based on the tier
and competition for each state.
• Year 1 (9/2016 - 6/2017) awards total $21.8 million.
• Year 2 (7/2017 - 6/2018) awards total $30.9 million.
• Year 3 (7/2018 - 6/2019) awards total $32.5 million.
• Year 4 (7/2019 - 6/2020) awards total $27.1 million.
Oregon Farm Bureau commits to collaborating with ODA and other stakeholder groups and
working with our congressional delegation, who has demonstrated a long standing dedication
to the issue of food safety, to ensure these funds continue to be available.
Additional resources included the 2014 Cooperative Agreement between the National
Association of State Departments of Agriculture (NASDA) and FDA to help NASDA assist its
members to implement the FSMA Produce Safety Rule. Currently, 46 states and one territory
have entered into cooperative agreements with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to
educate and/or regulate farms. These cooperative agreements provide the funding and support
necessary to determine the current foundation of state law, the resources needed by states to
implement the produce safety rule, as well as develop a timeline for successful implementation
of the rule.
We would implore Oregon’s Board of Agriculture to joint those 46 states and have Oregon be
lead FSMA inspection agency for Oregon’s producers in implementing significant portions of
FSMA, including:
 Produce Safety Rule (including special provisions for sprout production)
 Preventive Controls for Human Food
 Preventive Controls for Animal Food
Oregon Farm Bureau is appreciative of Oregon Department of Agriculture’s (ODA) FSMA review
and preparation opportunities they offer to Oregon producers for FSMA inspections, but we
think it is essential that ODA go further and perform the FSMA audits on behalf of the FDA.
Respectfully submitted,
Gail Greenman
Director of National Affairs
Oregon Farm Bureau Federation
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Matthew Brady mbrady.glide@gmail.com
Livestock and Wolves Resolution
January 14, 2021 at 4:11 PM
Staff Karla Valness kvalness@oda.state.or.us

Dear Staff Valness,
I am a 5th generation farmer and sheep producer in southern and eastern Douglas County Oregon. While I have not
personally suffered losses from wolves, it is a ever-present concern given my farm’s proximity to the range of the Rouge
wolf pack.
Wolf reintroduction in the state has been overwhelmingly successful, with the numbers of wolves growing significantly
year to year. However, the impact of wolf reintroduction has been born exclusively by farmers and ranchers. We have
been left without the necessary tools to co-exist and manage wolves that kill or injure our livestock.
The current resolution correctly recognizes many of the challenges and costs associated with wolf reintroduction in
Oregon, and correctly advocates for the tools that ranchers need to help coexist with wolves. I support the existing
language, and recommend adding a section supporting changes to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan
to help ensure ranchers have the tools they need to manage wolf conflicts.
The State of Oregon must normalize wolf management and treat wolves as they treat other predators in the state. We
need changes to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan to require increased management of wolf
populations through collaring and wolf management zones, authorize take of problem wolves in all phases, and allow for
qualified local determinations of depredations. These changes would begin to give ranchers the tools they need to coexist
with wolves while protecting their livestock from repeated depredation.
These changes were not adopted in the last update to the Plan. I request that the Board update their resolution to
advocate for changes to the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan the normalize management of wolves with
other predators, give landowners the tools they need to co-exist with wolves, and support adequate compensation for
ranchers who experience wolf depredation.
Matthew Brady
Sincerely,
Matthew Brady
1545 Azalea Glen Rd
Azalea, OR 97410
mbrady.glide@gmail.com

